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In the pぉt，pressure e百ectson the structure of polymer solutions have been mainly studied by using 
homopolymers. Only few reports about block copolymer solutions were published so far. It is knO¥¥TI 
that block copolymers undergo microphase separation， which enable us qualitative analyses of structural 
changes by pressurizing. Thus， we investigated the pressure effects on the block copolymers in aquω山
solutions by using small-angle neutron scattering (SANS) and dynamic light scattering (DLS). 
2 Experiments 
The sample we used was 15 %，pEOEOVE-b-pMOVE(poly(2-(2-ethoxy)ethoxyethyl vinyl ether)ーblock-





0.1-300MPa， T:20ー700C)by DLS. Pressure-dependent SANS experiments were conducted with a high-
pressure cell， PCI-400-SANS (Teramex， Co.Ltd.， Kyoto， Japan). 
3 Results and discussIons 
Figure 1 shows the SANS results obtained at various pressures at 450C. At this temperature， under atmo-
spheric pressure， the SANS curve suggested formation of bcc lattice structures with micelles composed 
of a centra1 core of pEOEOVE. At 100MPa， the peak related to the bcc structure disappeared， meaning 
dissolution of block copolymers. However， by further pressurizing，' another peak appeared at 250MPa. 
This peak indicated the microphase separation of block copolymers different from those observed under 
low pressures. This finding of re-entrant phase behavior is similar to those in earlier studies [1]. 
Figure 2 shows a trend of divergence of the correlation length，ご by pressurizing at 280C. Here， g were 
obtained by fitting with the Omstein-Zernike equation. The continuous increase of g atlow temperatures 
implies that pressurizing ofblock copolymers in the aqueous solution induces a second-order macrophase 
separation in contrast to the fact that increasing of temperature causes a weak first-order transition. The 



















Figure 1: SANS intensity， I(q)， by pressurizing 
at 450C 
Figure 2: Correlation length by pressurizing at 
280C 
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